neither lateral tracer diffusion nor a mesoscale eddy parameterization in this model. ever, submesoscale mixed layer eddy transport is parameterized according to Fox-Kemper 155 et al. [2011] . Vertical mixing processes are parameterized in the model using the K-profile 156 parameterization scheme [Large et al., 1994] , the internal gravity wave breaking scheme 157 [Simmons et al., 2004] , as well as the coastal tide mixing scheme [Lee et al., 2006] . Analysis Project (GLODAP), which were adjusted to preindustrial values [Key et al., 2004] .
185
In the following analysis, we utilize the last 10 years of the simulation, corresponding to 186 years 191 to 200. The analysis was limited to ten years due to data storage constraints; how-187 ever, we assume that the averaging period is long enough to eliminate bias due to most inter- 
Definition of the Subtropical Gyres

220
The subtropical gyres are pools of nutrient-depleted warm water, circulating anti-221 cyclonically, driven primarily by winds [Stommel, 1958] . Although the gyres have been the In the current study we define the subtropical gyre's lateral extent using the monthly 
244
For each basin, we picked one value of the mean mass quasi-stream function which encloses would appear as local hot-spots of cross-boundary exchange (not shown).
256
Significant month-to-month variability in the areal extent of the gyres for both basins 261 is evident in Figure 2 , ranging from 2.7 × 10 6 to 6.9 × 10 6 km 2 in the North Atlantic and 
Vertical Extent
266
We set the vertical limit of our study region to coincide with an isopycnal level just 267 denser (0.1 kg m −3 ) than the densest isopycnal level that outcrops in March within the sub-268 tropical gyre. We refer to the layer above this isopycnal as the ventilated pycnocline, follow-
269
ing Luyten et al. [1983] . By choosing an isopycnal that is just denser than the outcropping 270 isopycnal, we ensure that the lateral transport of mass and tracers that we wish to quantify 271 are across the lateral gyre boundary set by the streamline defined in Section 2.2.1, rather than 272 across an isopycnal outcrop within that boundary (a summary schematic at the end of the 273 ancy loss, fluxes can extend into the stratified interior [Large et al., 1994] , so choosing an 275 isopycnal slightly denser than the outropping density ensures that we capture these fluxes.
276
The oxygen cross sections in Figure 3 suggest that the deepest ventilated layers are above 
Decomposition of the transport into mean and eddy components 316
The horizontal transport of seawater mass and tracer mass through a vertical grid cell 317 face of the lateral gyre boundaries defined in Section 2.2.1 is written
In this equation, ρ 0 is the constant reference density for the Boussinesq approximation (ρ 0 = 319 1,035 kg m −3 ), C is the tracer concentration (set to unity for seawater mass transport), and 
325
Following Griffies et al. [2015] and Dufour et al. [2015] , we decompose the total trans-326 port averaged over 10 years into two terms:
The transport
is the total transport of seawater mass and tracer mass averaged over 10 years crossing the 
where ρ 0 is a reference seawater density, κ > 0 is an along-isopycnal eddy diffusivity coeffi-500 cient, h is the isopycnal thickness, dl is the segment of the gyre boundary, andn is the vector 
